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judging from the resistance of an oscillatory electric spark,1 it, presumably, is many times greater than the calculated limiting value; and, if so, then lightning flashes, as we have seen, must be unidirectional and not alternating.
Temperature.—What the effective temperature (not temperature as ordinarily understood) along the path of a lightning discharge is, no one knows, but, obviously, it is high, since lightning frequently sets fire to buildings, trees, and many other objects struck. In an ordinary electrical conductor, the amount of heat generated in a given time, by an electric current, is proportionalJp^ th&4^^^                              C is the
st£en§^^                                                                                              in
question during which C and R are supposed..tQJCfiinam-GOBBtfmt. In a spark discharge of the nature of lightning some of the energy produces effects, such as decomposition and ionization, other than mere local heating, but as experiment shows, a great deal of heat is generated, according, so far as we know, to the same laws that obtain for ordinary conductors. Hence, extra heavy discharges, like extra large currents, produce excessive heating, and, therefore, are far more liable than are light ones to set on fire any objects that they may hit.
Visibility.—Just how a lightning discharge renders the atmosphere, through which it passes, luminous is not definitely known. It must, and does, make the air path very hot, but probably not enough so to produce the-light observed. Hence, it seems likely that the luminosity of lightning flashes is owing, in part at least, to something'other than high temperature, probably atoinij^dist^^
Spectrum.—^LlgEtning flashes have been reported of every spectrum color,2 butjiiain^^                                            rose. The rose-colored
flashes, when examined in the spectroscope, show several lines due to hydrogen which, of course, is furnished by thejfecomposition of some of the water along the lightning path. The white flashes, onrthe_ftther hand, show no hydrogen lines or, at TnostT""buTTSTnt ones. Yellow flashes, evidently, are only those that have, lost their ...shorter wavelength components through absorption, owing to distance or intervening clouds. As one might suspect, the spectrum of a lightning flash and that of an ordinary electric spark in air are practically identical. This is well shown by Fig. 134, copied from an article on the spectrum of lightning, by Fox,3 in which the upper, or wavy, portion is due to the lightning and the lower, or straight, portion to a laboratory spark in air. Figure 135 is from an exceptionally fine photograph by Steadworthy,4of the Dominion
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